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-radiation Effect on Some Electrical Properties and Optical      

Energy Gap of  a - Ge1-xSbx Thin Films 

 تأثير أشعت كاما على بعض الخىاص الكهربائيت وفجىة الطاقت البصريت لأغشيت

a - Ge1-xSbx الرقيقت 
 

 / الٍويقسن الفٍضٌاء /كلٍت العلوم /جاهعت رهاس –عبذ الله سعٍذ عاشوس 

 قسن فٍضٌاء اللٍضس/ كلٍت العلوم للبٌاث/ جاهعت بابل –فٍصل علً هصطفى 

 قسن الفٍضٌاء/ كلٍت العلوم/جاهعت بغذاد –إكشام عطا عجاج 

 

ABSTRACT 
The a-Ge1-xSbx thin films of (250±20) nm thickness were fabricated according to the weight percentages 

(x = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2)%wt, by using the thermal evaporation technique under vacuum (10
-6

mbar) and 

(2.7±0.05)A
o
/s. The specimens have been exposed to(500rad) -ray. The D.C. electrical measurement were 

carried out in a range of 0 -3Vol. The effect of -radiation  on Hall parameters and  optical energy gap were 

investigated for determining the no. of carriers and controlling on optical energy gap of semiconductors. The 

examination x-ray diffraction showed that all the films have amorphous nature. There are two activation 

energies for all films of n-type at (493-305)K that the carriers increase to (41.67 x 10
19 

cm
-3

)by increasing the 

percent to x=2,and they showed a decrease after exposed to radiation to(29.76 x 10
19 

cm
-3

) at the same value 

of x. But the mobility decrease to (0.140 x 10
-3

 cm
2
/V.s)by increasing of x to 2  percentage and they are 

increasing after exposure to  - rays with (0.170 x 10
-3

 cm
2
/V.s). The optical energy gap is (0.840eV) for a-

Ge(unexposed to -rays), but becomes (0.872eV) after exposure , but it is increasing from (0.786eV) to 

(0.815eV)after exposed to radiation at x=2. This indicates an  absorption edge shift towards  high energies 

due to the effect of radiation. 

 KEYWARDS: amorphous thin films, - rays, germanium doping, antimony, Hall phenomena , optical 

band gap, GeSb. 

 :الخلاصة
 فرررررررً سررررررروء الٌسررررررربت الوصًٍرررررررت       a - Ge1-xSbx) حضرررررررشث لجررررررررٍت الجشهررررررراًٍوم الٌنٍرررررررت  الوطعورررررررت برررررررا ًخٍووى 

 (x=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2)% wt  باسخخذام حنٌٍت الخبخٍش الحشاسي ححج حفشٌغ سغظTorr 
6-

هري  rad500 الٌوارج الى جشعت عشسج ، ثن    10

قبل الخرعٍع  بعذٍ  حبٍي لًها راث طبٍعت عروائٍت،  اى لجوٍع ا جرٍت الوحضشة طراقخً حٌررٍظ عٌرذ  لشعت كاها  فحصج بحٍود ا شعت السٌٍٍت

x 10 41.67) حشكٍض حاهلاث الرحٌت قذ اصداد الى قٍورت    n لًها ًوع K(305-493) ,دسجت حشاسة 
19 

cm
-3 

% 2بضٌرادة ًسربت الخطعرٍن الرى 

x 10 29.76) حنل بعذ الخعشض للإشعاع الى قٍوت ,
19 

cm
-3

x 10 0.140، لكي الخحشكٍت قذ قلج الى قٍوت  (
-3

 cm
2
/V.s  2بضٌادة الٌسربت الرى 

x 10 0.170)الى قٍوت لكٌها حضداد بعذ الخعشض للإشعاع 
-3

 cm
2
/V.s).  لغرراء الجشهراًٍوم الٌنرً العرروائً فجروة الطاقرت البصرشٌت قٍوت . لها 

=  2عٌرذ الٌسربت  (0.815eV)الى قٍورت  (0.786eV)لإشعاع.لكٌها حضداد هي قٍوت بعذ الخعشض ل eV(0.872) لصبحج  (0.840eV)فكاًج 

x .هزا ٌعًٌ اًحشاف حافاث فجوة الطاقت ًحو قٍوت الطاقت العلٍا ، 
 

1- INTRODUCTION 
     The a - semiconductor has unappeared peaks in x-ray diffraction technique as result of no arrangement of 

crystal planes 
[1]

. The addition of antimony atoms to germanium atoms leads to form covalent bonds with 

germanium atoms, whenever have generated dangling bonds, the fifth electron has produced energy level (Ed) 

positioned directly under condition band inner energy gap called doner level 
[2]

. The most generated defects from 

radiation is point defects 
[3]

.The effect of radiation damage was related with Frenkel defects
[4]

.The clustering of 

point defect has reached to supersaturation or where they are meeting two or more than of point defects during 

its movement and assembled around them 
[5, 6]

.The amorphous case can obtained by quenching and condensed 

material from vapor
[7]

.The amorphous semiconductor contains high density of energy levels produced by 

structural defects that appear in three regions
[8]

.There are approach in absorption between crystalline and 

amorphous ,the difference is in cut-of frequency that is less in amorphous
[9]

. The interaction with radiation have 

generated to pair of (hole ,electron) displaced of atom from its site ,and so formed the secondary defects and free 

migration of primary defect
[10]

.(Koc. Et al., 1972) 
[11]

 was prepared amorphous germanium film that produced the 
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conductivity gradually decreased with increasing annealing temperature to the crystalline temperature after that 

it was absorbed, so the conductivity increase in high values, but d.c. conductivity of film resulted from hoping 

beside energy Fermi level observed by (Kontek, et al. 1973) 
[12]

. This conductivity decrease by thermal annealing 

of films prepared by thermal evaporation to (450K) as found by (Seager et al., 1974) 
[13]

. The Hall mobility was 

less than (10
-3

cm
2
/V.s), while it was observed that the conductivity decrease as the measured time was after 

deposition for a long time, (Theye., et al. 1980) 
[14]

. The doping by boron and phosphor on (a-Ge: H) lift the 

conductivity values while activation energy decrease (Haushildt, et al. 1982) 
[15]

. Also Fermi energy level was 

shifted along mobility edge, the doping by ion implantation of two material as prepared by (Khoklov, at al. 

1984) 
[16]

 increase the conductivity from 10
-3

 (.cm)
-1

 to 10
-1

 (.cm)
-1

, since the doping dose has increased from 

(10
14

 cm
-2

) to (10
17

 cm
-2

). (Srivastava et al. 1986) 
[17]

 has irradiated specimens of (a-Ge) films prepared by 

thermal evaporation in vacuum with laser which the effect was similar of thermal annealing of d.c. conductivity. 

The type of affected radiation on films have given low or high value of conductivity.(Anderson et al.,1974) 
[18]

 

concludes that the absorption edge deflect to low energies, when a-Ge is doped with boron .The electronic 

transitions and its effect of doping and hydrogentic which leads to improvement the (a-Ge: H) doping with 

phosphor and boron was observed by (Hamadi, 1999)
[19]

.( Jordana Bandaru,2002
)[20]

study Influence of the Sb 

dopant distribution on far infrared photoconductivity in Ge:Sb blocked impurity band detector and find that 

extended long wavelength response which increases with bias has been observed in Ge:Sb BIB detectors. A 

significant Sb concentration gradient in the transition region between the blocking layer and active layer was 

observed using SIMS (M. Hayes et al.,2008) 
[21]

 have been prepared gold metal films having thicknesses of 30 

and 100 nm by means of thermal evaporation on bulk-grown (111) n-type germanium doped with Sb to a level 

of 2.5×10
15

 cm
-3

. (X.H.Han,et al.1998) 
[22]  

were deposited nanometer
 
Ge particle (NGP) embedded Si oxide 

films on
 
p-type Si substrates using the rf magnetron sputtering technique with

 
a Ge–SiO2 composite 

target.(T.Trisawa,2002) 
[23]

 have obtained ultrahigh room-temperature (RT) hole Hall and effective mobility
 
in 

Si0.3Ge0.7/Ge/Si0.3Ge0.7 heterostructures with very small parallel conduction. The aim of the paper is to report the 

determination in both  no. of negative carriers & optical energy gap of a-Sb doped Ge films under the influence  

of -irradiation and suitability of these devices for  photocell, solar cell and other electronic devices.                     

               

2-THEORY 
(a) The change of electrical conductivity(σ) with absolute temperature(T) obeys the relation 

[24]
: 













TK

E

B

aexp0   (2-1) 

  Such that Ea is an activation energy (Joule), T absolute temperature (K), KB is a Boltzmann constant (1.3806  

10
-23

 J/K), o the conductivity at zero absolute temperature (.cm)
-1

. 

At high temperature, the conductivity process occurs during excitation of the charge carriers at extended levels 

above mobility edge of covalent band with respect of negative carriers
 [24]

.                            When the magnetic 

field (Bz) has perpendicular exposed on semiconductor films contains electric current, the Hall voltage will 

generate in transverse direction or the charge carriers has deflected with action of effective magnetic field.           

                                                                                                      
The type and concentration of these generated carriers in volume unit are from: 

 )/( 3 columbcm
ne

f
RH         (2-2) 

Where f is the scattering factor  1, n is concentration of charge carriers and the negative sign represents the n-

type carrier. 

Also the Hall mobility is calculated from 
[25]

 : 

..TRHH R     (2-3) 

Where R.T. is the d.c. Conductivity at room temperature. 

(b) The optical absorption occurs in a-semiconductors as a result of electron transition from low level to high 

level by excitation of  enough photon energy(17) and occur quick increase in photon absorption when there 

equal to forbidden gap ,the absorption coefficient in amorphous semiconductor is given by
[8]

 :   
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                                                       (2-4)                         
ropt

gEhh )( .  

Where β is constant inversely proportional with degree of amorphous  as function to incident photon energy  

material, and r is depend on electronic transformation in semiconductor 
[25]

.The transfer occurs in 

direct(ki=kf),and in an indirect (ki≠kf) or the momentum is non- conservation .From relation (2-4) the absorption 

region is high α ≥10
4
 cm

-1
 that occurs when the charge carriers transferred from extended level in valence band  

to conduction band. The exponential absorption is between 1cm
-1

<α> 10
4
cm

-1
, the  relation is given by

[24]
:
  
          

                                                                                                                                                                                    

  (2-5)                          











eE

h
 exp0 

Is the absorption coefficient,.                                                                      

 is constant proportionality, and ΔΕe is the width of tails.                            0 

The weak absorption region is very little (α <1cm
-1

) ,which represents the electronic transitions at localized tail 

levels inside the mobility gap and obeys the equation:                                                                                            

          α≈α01exp{hν⁄∆Eel}                                                                                      (2-6)       

Such that ∆Eel >∆Ee  so that depend on the nature of material and preparation conditions. α01   is the principal 

absorption coefficient. 
 

3- EXPERIMENTAL  
a. Preparation of films: The two boats (Tungsten and Molybdenum) were used to deposit the aluminum 

electrodes (Edward E 12E2 system) and Ge1-xSbx of (x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2) %wt. (Edward E603Asystem) 

respectively.                                .                                           

The aluminum etching masks were correctly placing on glass substrates with(7.6×2.6×0.06)cm
3
 dimensions. The 

distance between the two boats are (16 cm). The doping process are carried out by thermal diffusion at (373 – 

473)K with average deposition(2.7


/s±0.05))for one hour under low pressure (4×10
-6

torr).The thickness 

measurements(350nm) are carried out by relation
[26]

:                                    

 22 R

m
t    (3-1) 

Where R is the distance between boats and substrates (cm),  the density of evaporated material (gm/cm
3
).  

Also the optical method related to light interference are used: 

x

x

2
t


            (3-2) 

Where  is the wavelength of sodium source (5893


). 

b. Structural examinations: The samples were examined by using x-ray diffraction(Philips Differactometer) 

(1.541


– Cu)wavelength at (20-60)
o
.  

c. Activation energy: The two activation energy are calculated by putting the samples in thermal oven , taking 

the passing current in specimens as a function of temperature ranges (305-493)K  with the relation
[24]

:    

TK

E

B

a
o   lnln                                                                                       (3-3) 

d. Hall parameters: The effective constant magnetic field (Bz=0.257 Tasla) on samples are generated Hall 

voltage, the Hall coefficient was calculated from: 
[24] 
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 Ccm

B

t

I

V
R

z

H
H

3                                                              (3-4) 

Where t is the thickness of the films. 

So the concentration of charge carriers could calculated from equation (2-2) and mobility from (2-3). 

e.The an absorbance and optical energy gap: To calculate the Ep
opt

(Lambda-9UV/VIS/NIR Spectrometer)is used 

to measure the absorbance as a function to wavelength (850-1200) nm, and calculate the photon energy from the 

equation:                                                                                                                               . 

                                                                    (3-5)                 )(
)(

1240
eV

nm
E


 

The absorption coefficient is calculated by the equation[: 

     )(
303.2 1 cmA
t

                                                                                             (3-6)  

 Where A is the absorbance                 

f. The irradiation of films: The exposed of specimens to  -ray is (500rad) doses emitted from Co
60

 at rate 

(0.59Mrad/hr.) with energy (1.25MeV) that placed at (10cm) from radiated source for (50sec) by using the 

equation
[26]

:                                                                                      

Dt = Do exp(–λato)                                                                          (3-7)                

Where  Do  is average dose of radiated source at manufacture ,to  the history of making, λa is the disintegration 

constant.  

 

4- RESULTS 
       a.Effect of -Rays on  the Structural Examinations of a-Ge1-xSbx thin film specimens: 

      The structural examination showed that the films have amorphous nature before and after - 

radiation for all doping films as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.The schematic description of generation 

of vacancies and gangling  bonds as a result to radiation was shown in Figure 3.   

     b. Effect of -Rays on Activation Energies and Hall parameters: 

The d.c. conductivity at room temperature increases with increasing doping and decreases after 

irradiation. The variation percentages indicate that the value R.T. decrease after irradiation of value 

10.2% of pure germanium films, but decreasing with different ratios of doping specimens, also the first 

and second values of activation energy decrease with increasing doping and has high value after 

exposure to radiation as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. 

      The results show that  Hall voltage  is inversely proportional with passing current at room 

temperature as shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. 

The density concentration of carriers increases with increasing of doping percentages and decreases 

after irradiation. Also the Hall mobility decreases as doping increase and increase after irradiation . 

       The variation ratios of Hall parameters(RH, n, H) before and after exposure are shown in table 1 

such that the negative carriers is different of doping films. The negativity of Hall coefficients decrease 

with increasing doping percentages. The RH and H  increase after irradiation but the carriers no. (n) 

decrease after exposed to radiation. 

       c. Effect of -Rays on optical energy gap: 
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         The increasing in absorption coefficient as photon energy increase in percent (x = 

0,0.5,1,1.5,2)wt% thin film, while the absorption edges shifted to high energy after exposure to 

radiation. It was observed that optical energy gap is decreasing when the doping increases, but 

decreases after exposure to radiation as shown in Figure 11. 

5- DISCUSSION  
 a. The a–Ge1-xSbx  films  remain with amorphous structure after exposed to radiation because of the 

generated different surface bulk defects as a result to radiation, in addition to more dangling bonds.       

     b. It is observed that the d.c. conductivity of thin films increased as increasing in doping percentages 

because of increasing of donor levels below conduction band. The contribution of charge carrier 

concentration in conduction is high. The required energy to transfer electron between two edges of 

bands decrease with increasing doppant percentages, because of a abundance carriers which leads the 

carrier transformation between two edges at low energies (Hauschildt, et al., 1983) 
[12]

. The effect of 

radiation to decrease of d.c. conductivity attributed to the high energy photons which decreasing the 

donors levels because of generated of pairs(vacancy-donor atom) which related the transfer of negative 

carriers between two edges. The clustering of point defects in amorphous structure that resist the 

movement of negative carriers, also increase in two activation energies.                                                   

                           
c. The decreasing of mobility when the concentration of charge carriers increase leads to the probability 

of collision increase. The irradiation refers to the contraction of charge carriers because of created 

defects or vacancies in amorphous structure, which trapped doner centers that decreasing of carriers 

contribution. Whenever occurrence irregular atomic displacements in amorphous networks. The excess 

vacancies is generated as a result of absorption of gamma ray. But the increasing of mobility after 

irradiation is attributed to generation of defects that retard the electron movements inner film.. 

 

6- CONCLUSIONS  
The structural, Hall parameters and optical bands were investigated before and after exposure to  -

rays, to explore the possibility of their  use in semiconductor devices. The d.c. conductivity is 

increasing to three times at (2% wt), and decreased by radiation. The activation energy, Hall mobility 

are decreasing by doping and increasing by irradiation. So it could control on conductivity (activation 

energy) and the carrier numbers of semiconductor devices by radiation dose or to vary optical energy 

gap according to requirements in light of boundary values. 

It was observed that the doping of Ge with Sb shifted  the optical absorption edges to low energies, and 

so occur decreasing in optical band gap, this attributes the increasing of doping percentages and leads 

to generate number of donor levels under conduction band , and so to reduce the required energy to 

transfer the contributed electron to conduction process.   
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of amorphous X- ray diffraction of pure and doped Ge with Sb thin films  

at x=(0,0.5,1,1.5,2)wt% before exposed to gamma radiation. 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of amorphous X- ray diffraction of pure and doped Ge with Sb thin films 

at x=(0,0.5,1,1.5,2)wt%  after exposed to gamma radiation. 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the generation of vacancies and dangling bonds in an amorphous 

structure  of Sb doped Ge thin films as a result of radiation. 

Figure 4. First activation energy  vs. percentage concentration   for an Sb doped Ge thin films at 27 C, 

before and after exposed to gamma radiation. 

Figure 5. Second activation energy  vs. percentage concentration   for an Sb doped Ge thin films at 27 

C, before and after exposed to gamma radiation 
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Figure 6. Hall voltage  factor vs. the transferred current  for a-pure Ge thin films  at 27 C, the slope 

represents the intrinsic Hall resistance before and after exposed to gamma radiation. 

 Figure 7. Hall voltage  factor vs. the transferred current  for an Sb doped Ge thin films at 27 C, before 

and after exposed to gamma radiation  at x=0.5. 

Figure 8. Hall voltage  factor vs current  for the transferred current an Sb doped Ge thin films at 27 C, 

before and after exposed to gamma radiation  at x=1  

Figure 9. Hall voltage  factor vs. current  the transferred for an Sb doped Ge thin films at 27 C, before 

and after exposed to gamma radiation  at x=1.5.  

Figure 10.Hall voltage  factor vs. the transferred current  for an Sb doped Ge thin films at 27 C, before 

and after exposed to gamma radiation  at x=2. 

Figure 11.Optical energy gap of n-type vs. percent concentration  of an Sb doped Ge thin films at 27 

C, before and after exposed to gamma radiation  at (x=0,0.5,1,1.5,2)wt%. 

 

 

Table 1. The variation percentages of RH ,n  and μH before and after exposure to gamma radiation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Doping 

percenta

ges 

wt% 

– RH (cm
3
/C) n×10

19
(cm

3
) μH×10

-3
(cm

2
/V.s) 

before after Variation 

 percentages 

befor

e 

after Variation 

percentages 

befor

e 

after Variation 

percentage

s 

0 0.104 0.124 19.23 6.009 5.040 -16.13 0.328 0.35

1 

7.01 

0.5 0.069 0.092 33.33 9.058 6.763 -25.34 0.293 0.34

0 

16.04 

1 0.029 0.040 37.93 21.55

1 

15.625 -27.49 0.169 0.20

8 

23.07 

1.5 0.021 0.030 42.86 29.76

2 

20.833 -30.00 0.143 0.18

4 

28.67 

2 0.015 0.020 33.33 41.66

7 

29.762 -28.57 0.140 0.17

0 

21.43 
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